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It is important to make sure the surface is properly 
prepared before installing your new wallwrap.

The surface should be clean, dry and free of any 
dust and/or debris. Wiping down the wall with a 
mixture of 1 part rubbing alcohol and 1 part water 
is recommended and will help ensure the wall is 
properly cleaned and prepared for installation. 
Remove light switch and/or plug covers.

Open the roll and separate the panels. All tiles 
(except for the last) are labeled with a small number 
on the top right edge. Don’t worry, the number will 
be covered by the overlap of the next panel. The tiles 
are always labeled from left to right.

Panel #1 will always start on the top left of your wall. 
Try to keep your tiles loosely rolled until you are ready 
to use them. This will keep them off the floor and give 
you more space to work.

1 - Prepare the surface

2 - Open and sort 
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Once you have found tile #1, peel back the first 
6-8 inches of the backing paper exposing the self-
adhesive side of your wall wrap.

Fold the backing firmly along the crease, this will make 
it easier to work with while placing it on the wall. If 
you don’t have a large table nearby, use a clean floor 
to peel back the paper backer and get a proper fold. 
Once this is done you’ll be ready to place and install 
tile #1. 
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3- Prepping tile #1

Pick up your panel from the top edge and place it in 
the top left corner of your wall. Now is the time to 
make sure your panel is straight and properly placed 
before sticking everything down. Run your hand 
down the middle of the panel to make sure it is flat 
against the wall and properly tucked in along the left 
corner of your wall.

The panel should be flush with the ceiling and straight 
along the left corner from top to bottom. Make any 
adjustments you need now before installing the panel 
and remember you can always trim away excess 
material when you’re done installing all the panels.  

When tile #1 is placed where you want, it’s time to 
squeegee. Run your finger firmly along the folded 
area sticking the material down to the wall in a clean 
straight line. Once you have a nice straight you can 
start sticking down the material using your squeegee 
and working from your straight line up to the top 
edge of the panel. Once the top 6 to 8 inches is fully 
applied you can start working downwards. 

Slowly pull down the backing paper about 10 to 12 
inches and start to squeegee from the center out 
to the sides. The idea is to always squeegee in a 
downward motion and to pull the backing down in 
sections as you work your way down the wall.  

4 - Setting tile #1

5 - Squeegee time
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When installing the next panel follow the same 
procedure for preparing tile #1. When you have a 
nice fold along the crease you can lift up your panel 
by the top corners and place where it needs to go. 
Line up the top left corner with top edge of tile #1.

Line up the left edge of the panel to the alignment 
line on the previous panel. Make sure the top and 
bottom edges are both line up to the alignment line.

Now is the time to trim off any excess material. Use 
your knife to carefully trim around plugs or light 
switches before putting the covers back on.

Time to sit back and enjoy the fruits of your labour. 
Good job! We hope you enjoy your new wallwrap.    
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6 - Next tile

7 - Trim

8 - Enjoy 
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Remember that walls aren’t always straight, try to measure from the tallest 
and/or longest part off the wall to be sure you will have enough material to 
cover the full wall. 

We recommend you add a little extra to your measurement to make your 
installation process is easier. It is better to trim away excess material than 
to be short.

Freshly painted walls should be given at least 30 days to fully dry and off-gas 
before applying any kind of wallwrap.

Walls should be clean and free of any dust, dirt, humidity and/or moisture 
before beginning the installation.

Blemishes and imperfections on the wall can be visible through your wall 
wrap. Try to sand down or scrape away any bumps that could potentially 
cause problems. 

Gloss finish paint works best with peel and stick wall wraps while matte 
finish is more difficult. Wallwraps will still stick to matte surfaces, but proper 
preparation is key.

Many new paints such as kitchen and bathroom paints that are “easy to 
clean and wash” contain ingredients that can resist sticky materials such as 
peel and stick wall wraps. 

Although you can install a wallwrap by yourself, having someone there to 
help align the panels will make the job much easier.   

ADITIONAL NOTES TO KEEP IN MIND:


